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LOOP 2014 / FOCUS THEME

FOCUS THEME:

LOOP 12 | WHAT ABOUT PRODUCTION?
LOOP 13 | ON COLLABORATION
LOOP 14 | ENGAGING AUDIENCES

Engaging audiences. Issues on dissemination of moving image
 

Contemporary art is a diverse set of practices that produce specific knowledge through the art works and 
their capacity for cultural and social criticism. But art may offer new information trough processes involving 
its production, public circulation, communication and dissemination. On the way these intermediating activi-
ties are approached, largely relies the level of impact contemporary art practices may have on the audiences. 
And this is a specially sensitive issue in the field of moving image.

What are the challenges a piece of video art face once it has been produced? How are these type of artworks 
appropriated by the different audiences? Is it possible to characterize the publics that consume moving im-
age artworks? How do audiences behave when they are faced to these cultural products? To what extent do 
the contemporary context affect those behaviors, since access and consumption of images have never been 
so easy? Are there any formal approaches that may favor the consumption of those types of works among 
the audiences? What evaluation criteria must be defined in order to measure the impact of moving image 
based works among publics? Are the number of activities, number of attendees and media visibility enough? 
How do the various dissemination strategies foster greater symbolic and economic appropriation of such 
products among the audiences?

The discussions raised in the last two editions of LOOP Barcelona (What about production? -2012- and On 
Collaboration -2013-), led us to discuss conceptual and methodological approaches to contemporary artis-
tic production in the field of moving image. Following the interest of consolidating LOOP Barcelona as the 
international reference platform in the moving image sector, we found the need to discuss the current state 
of affairs regarding dissemination strategies and how they promote public reception, consumption, and ap-
propriation.  That is why the Festival and the Panels will tackle these issues both from the artistic practices 
and the discourse production through the exchange of knowledge. The ultimate goal is to strengthen a com-
munity of international agents involved with the production and dissemination of moving image based art 
practices.
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LOOP FAIR: 

XII EDITION 
5, 6, 7 JUNE 2014 IN BARCELONA
43 NEW FILMS PRESENTED BY THEIR GALLERIES 

Created in 2003 in Barcelona as the first fair devoted exclusively to video art, LOOP responds to the need for 
artists in the field of video art production to find the appropriate place for distribution and commercialization 
which lacks in traditional contemporary art fair.

Because LOOP only focuses on artists’ film works, it provides the space, attitude and attention required by 
these practices. 

Since then, it has forged a strong community coming  from the concomitant fields of  contemporary art and 
cinema, and has become a major event to discover, promote and discuss artists’ film and video in its best 
conditions. 

It has created a space for discussion on current issues and themes related to contemporary cultural produc-
tion and new media.

To detect and choose the relevant works, LOOP has engaged a committee of experts from different regions. 
Four prestigious and engaged collectors who are experienced in collecting videos form it:  Jean-Conrad 
Lemaître and formed by Isabelle Lemaître (Paris), Josée and Marc Gensollen (Marseille) and Haro Cum-
busyan (Istanbul) the committee has welcomed this year a new member, Mrs Renée Drake (Rotterdam).
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LOOP COMMITTEE: 

Isabelle and Jean-Conrad Lemaître began col-
lecting contemporary art in 1983, focusing 
over the past ten years on video art. Commit-
ted in their role as active collectors supporting 
contemporary creation, they have created the 
“StudioCollector prize” for young video artists 
at Le Fresnoy, Tourcoing. Their involvement in 
LOOP dates back to the first edition in 2003, 
and have played a great part in the event by 
their passion and enthusiasm.

Haro Cumbusyan is a London-based collector 
of contemporary art with a focus on moving 
image. He is the Founding Director of collect-
orspace, private art collections to public view. 
Through its exhibition program, off-site events, 
and publications, collectorspace aims to acti-
vate critical discussions on collecting, and to 
create reference points for the next genera-
tions of collectors. He has recently joined the 
board of the LOOP Committee.

Josée and Marc Gensollen are practicing psy-
chiatrists based in Marseille, who throughout 
the years have built up an impressive collection 
of conceptual art, displayed in their convert-
ed-workshop and private home La Fabrique. 
Having followed LOOP for many years, they cu-
rated an exhibition from their video collection 
at Fundació Suñol in Barcelona in 2007. They 
have joined the board of the LOOP Committee 
in 2011.

Together with her husband, Renée Drake has 
been collecting contemporary art since 1990. 
Within their collecting activities, education 
plays an important role. They have initiated 
a travelling exhibition of works from the col-
lection that is incorporated into several arts 
curricula at universities in the United States. 
Renée is a member of the Africa Acquisitions 
Committee, which was launched in 2011 to 
support The Tate Modern in London in collect-
ing art from Africa. She has joined the board of 
the LOOP Committee thie year. 
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LOOP PROGRAMME: 

The committee has carefully put together a programme of new artists’ films for LOOP 14.
The works selected for this year offer a particular glimpse of the current trends in audio-visual creation, with 
more than 40 recent pieces from artists around the world. 

LOOP offers the opportunity to discover for the first time new pieces by South African artist Mohau Modi-
saken, the French Fabien Giraud et Raphaël Siboni or the Indian artists Nikhil Chopra & Munir Kabani, 
among many others. Altogether 20 premières will be shown this year, along with recent works of well-known 
international artists, such as the Israeli artist Guy Ben-Ner who represented his country at the 51st Venice 
Biennial, the American Slater Bradley, who in 2005 became the youngest male artist to have a solo show at 
The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, the Israeli artist Sigalit Landau who also represented her 
country at the Venice Biennial  in 2011, or the Colombian artist Oscar Muñoz who is having a big retrospec-
tive at Jeu de Paume during LOOP, just to name a few.

The LOOP 2014 programme gathers very different works exploring various kind of audio-visual practices: 
animation, video essay, found footage films, video performance… Each piece imposes its own temporality, 
from the German California based artist Kota Ezawa’s 40-second-piece Silent Film (Newman) (Premiere at 
LOOP 2014) to the infinite generative piece Dérives, 2011-2013 by the French artists Émilie Brout & Maxime 
Marion (also presented for the first time).

Over 40 galleries take part in LOOP 2014, with new participants, such as Andreas Huber (Vienna), Wilfried 
Lentz (Rotterdam), Rampa (Istanbul) or Sommer (Israel). 20 different countries are represented this year, and 
for the first time LOOP will count with galleries from India with Chatterjee & Lal (Mumbai) and Africa, with 
Brundyn+ (Cape Town) and Omenka Gallery (Lagos). 

What makes LOOP unique is that the works are presented in a solo show format, in the intimacy of a hotel 
room, thus creating an atmosphere tightly-focused on the piece which is brought into the viewer’s private 
sphere. It is also an ideal space for relations and exchanges.

LOOP Awards will honour once again the most outstanding works that are exhibited as well as the most 
remarkable gallery proposal from the LOOP 2014 edition. They are selected by a jury chaired by Bartomeu 
Marí (Director, MACBA). 

The fair is also the occasion to showcase international projects. LOOP welcomes this year the Joburg art fair 
that will present its 2014 awards, the work Inzilo, by Mohau Modisakeng.



*HUGO AVETA, Ritmos Primarios, 
La Subversión del Alma, 2014, 8´11´
Presented by NextLevel Gallery, Paris

DRAGOS ALEXANDRESCU, Exercising Failure, 
2013, 5´33´
Presented by Taik Persons, Berlin

MARCOS AVILA FORERO, À Tarapoto, un 
Manati 1. The Travel, 2011, 18’
Presented by Galerie Dohyang Lee, Paris

* Premières

GUY BEN NER, Soundtrack, 2013, 11’
Presented by Sommer Contemporary Art, Tel 
Aviv

SLATER BRADLEY, She was my la Jetée, 2013, 
2’30”
Presented by Galeria Filomena Soares, Lisbon

ELINA BROTHERUS, The Black Bay Sequence, 
2010, 60’2’’
Presented by GB Agency, Paris

LOOP 2014 / THE FILMS 
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*ÉMILIE BROUT & MAXIME MARION, Dérives, 
2011-2013, Infinite
Presented by 22.48 m² Gallery, Paris

ERGIN CAVUSOGLU, And I Awoke, 2012, 04’ 
10”
Presented by RAMPA Gallery, Istanbul

*NIKHIL CHOPRA & MUNIR KABANI, Fjaka, 
2014, 13’ 
Presented by Chatterjee & Lal, Mumbai

PHIL COLLINS, Real Society, 2002-2014, 40 
slided images in loop
Presented by Moisés Pérez de Albéniz, Madrid

STEFAN CONSTANTINESCU, Six Big Fish, 2013, 
14’
Presented by Galleri Flach, Stockholm

JOSEF DABERNIG, Hypercrisis, 2011, 17’
Presented by Galerie Andreas Huber, Vienna 
& Wilfried Lentz, Rotterdam
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HÉLÈNE DELPRAT, Hi Han Song, 2013, 11’
Presented by Galerie Christophe Gaillard, 
Paris

*QUYNH DONG (In Production), 2014
Presented by Bernhard Bischoff & Partner, 
Bern

*NEZAKET EKICI, Disguise, 2013, 9´56´
Presented by Braverman Gallery, Tel Aviv

* KOTA EZAWA, Silent Film (Newman), 40´, 
2014
Presented by Christopher Grimes Gallery, Sta 
Monica, CAL

*LAURENT FIEVET, (In Production), 2014 
Presented by La Galerie Particulière, Paris

ANNE-VALÉRIE GASC, The Escape, 2012, 1´33´
Presented by Coullaud & Koulinsky, Paris
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*FABIEN GIRAUD & RAPHAËL SIBONI, Bassae 
Bassae, 2014, 9’
Presented by Loevenbruck Gallery, Paris

MIHAI GRECU & THIBAULT GLEIZE, Exland, 
2013, 7’40”
Presented by Hengesbach Gallery, Berlin

SVEN JOHNE, Some Engels, 2013 
Presented by Klemm’s, Berlin

BOUCHRA KHALILI
Presented by adn galeria, Barcelona

*SIGALIT LANDAU, Hands, 2013, 9’12’’
Presented by Marlborough Contemporary, 
London

JISUN LEE, iLetter, 2013, 3’23’’
Presented by Martine Thibault de la Châtre, 
Paris
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DOMINIK LEJMAN, Portrait of a Philosopher 
(Warren niesluchowski), 2012, 3’ 
Presented by Zak | Branicka, Berlin

NATALIA LL, Costumer Art, 1972-75, 16’01’’
Presented by Lokal_30, Warsaw

*PABLO LOBATO, Corda, 2014, 7’
Presented by Bendana Pinel, Paris

*RACHEL MACLEAN, A Whole New World, 
2014, 28’ 05’’ 
Presented by Rowing, London

PIERRE MAZINGARBE, Ce qui me fait prendre 
le train, 2013
Presented by Galerie Dix9, Paris

*ROSELL MESEGUER, SLHS -Tamarugal- 2006-
2014, 2014 
Presented by Galería Senda, Barcelona
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*MOHAU MODISAKENG (In Production), 2014
Presented by Brundyn + Gallery, Cape Town

TOVA MOZARD, The Big Scene, 2012, 32’
Presented by Cecilia Hillström Gallery, 
Stockholm

*OSCAR MUÑOZ, La Mirada del Ciclope, 2002-
2009 2’19’’
Presented by Bernal Espacio Galería, Madrid

*JEAN-MICHEL PANCIN (In Production), 2014
Presented by Analix Forever, Geneva

*PAUPAC AZUL, Tu-yo-y-ello / It-you- and-me, 
2014
Presented by N2 Galería, Barcelona

*JAIME PITARCH (In Production), 2014
Presented by Àngels Barcelona, Barcelona
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*BERNARD POURRIÈRE, Sans titre, 2013, 
4’45”
Presented by Karima Celestin, Marseille

FLORIAN PUGNAIRE & DAVID RAFFINI, 
Energie Sombre, 2012, 15’
Presented by Galerie Torri, Paris

ENRIQUE RAMÍREZ, Cruzar un Muro, 2012, 
5’12”
Presented by Galeria Die Ecke, Chile

SUPERFLEX, The working life, 2013, 9’ 50’’
Presented by Jousse Entreprise, Paris

*LEVI VAN VELUW (In Production), 2014
Presented by Ron Mandos, Rotterdam

ZHOU TAO, After Reality, 2013, 14´20´
Presented by Vitamin Creative Space, 
Guangshou – China

*ADEJOKE TUGBIYELE, AfroOdyssey IV 100 
Years Later, 2014, 14’26”
Presented by Omenka Gallery, Lagos
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A Video Selection of Fondazione Sandretto Re 
Rebaudengo | Fundació Francisco Godia
Bani Abidi, Sebastián Díaz Morales, Douglas 
Gordon y Philippe Parreno, Marine Hugon-
nier, Amar Kanwar, Elena Kovylina, Steve Mc 
Queen, Anri Sala and Fiona Tan.

Dialogues with Miró | Fundació Joan Miró
Walter Ruttmann, Norman Mclaren, Robert 
Breer and Lis Rhodes.

A Place beyond the sea | Museu Marítim de 
Barcelona
Hans Op de Beeck, William Kentridge, Kara 
Walker, Robbins & Becher, Ange Leccia.

Re/trato by Oscar Muñoz | Museu Marés / 
Fundació “La Caixa”

Panorama | Arts Santa Mònica
Artists from Xarxa de Centres i Espais d’Arts 
Visuals de Catalunya.  
Curated by Neus Miró.

Cel Obert | Museu d’Història de Catalunya
Miquel García

Lectura Brossa | Ateneu Barcelonès
Pere Portabella

LOOP 2014 / THE FESTIVAL 
(17/03/2014)

LOOP FESTIVAL: 

29 MAY - 7 JUNE 2014 IN BARCELONA
FIRST HIGHLIGHTS

Parallel to the LOOP FAIR the collaborative festival, creates a dynamic context that involves the local con-
temporary art network in relation with international institutions. It seeks to stimulate a network between 
non-profit institutions, curators, producers, artists, distributors, galleries, cultural centers and universities, 
both local and International. The festival  takes place in many different venues around the city.  

This year, the core programme of the festival will explore the LOOP 2014 theme of Engaging Audiences.
Discover here a few venues amongs many others:

Seitenflugel | Mies van der Rohe
Simon Lee & Eve Sussman

A Video Selection of Colección Bergé | Reial 
Cercle Artístic
Ibon Aranberri , Roderck Buchannan, Flipa 
César, Adam Chodzco, Dora García, Annika 
Larsson John Wood & Paul Harrison.

Video-pills | Cinema Zum Zeig
Narimane Mari, Mati Diop, Tarik Teguia. 
Curated by Pascale Cassagnau.

Metamorfosis | CCCB
Fantasy Visions in Starewitch, Švankmajer and 
the Quay Brothers.

Big Bang Data | CCCB

Empowering audiences | Old Tram Depot. 
Ronda Sant Pau
Chto Delat, Harum Farocki, Omer Fast, Rabih 
Mroué, Muntadas and Reese, 
José Alejandro Restrepo, Hito Steyerl.

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/2014/festival/

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/2014/festival/
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LOOP PANELS: 

5, 6 JUNE 2014 IN BARCELONA
PROGRAMME

Engaging audiEncEs | Issues on dissemination of moving image

JUNE 5

10 p.m. |  OPENING SESSION
“What is the specific power of moving image? 
How has it empowered audiences histori-
cally?”
Harun Farocki, artist and filmmaker. In conver-
sation with Mark Nash, curator and writer.

12 p.m. | PANEL DISCUSSION
“Release formats: screenings, exhibitions 
& video forums, TV channels, urban initita-
tives. What is the effectiveness of each one 
towards audiences?”

Speakers: Jaap Guldemond, Director of EYE 
Film Institute; Marcus Kreiss, Curator, Director 
of Souvenirs from Earth; David Gryn, Founding 
Director of Artprojx; Sherry Dobbin, Director 
of Times Square Arts.
Moderator: Christine van Assche, Centre Pom-
pidou Curator at Large

JUNE 6

10 a.m. | PANEL DISCUSSION
“Pedagogical approaches – Importance, ne-
cessity and role towards publics”

Speakers: Ben Cook, Founder Director of LUX
Bjørnstjerne Christiansen, artist member of 
Superflex; François Michaud, Chief Curator of 
Musée d’art Moderne Ville de Paris; Javier 
Rodrigo, professor, researcher, Transductores

12 p.m. |  KEYNOTE LECTURE
“Creating new audiences for art institutions”
Speaker: Ron Magliozzi, Assistant Curator, 
Department of Film at MoMA 
Moderator: Carolina Lòpez, Director of Xcèn-
tric, film section of CCCB

JUNE 7th

10.30 a.m. | PANEL DISCUSSION 
“Developing, programming and researching 
based on audiences” 

Mark Coetzee, Director and Chief Curator of 
future Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art 
Africa; Fariba Derakhshani, Programme Coor-
dinator Awards Prince Claus Fund; Valentijn 
Byvanck, Director of Marres, House for Con-
temporary Culture, Maastricht

12.30 p.m. | KEYNOTE LECTURE
“What role do media technologies play in 
closing up the gap between audiences and 
the moving image art?”

Speaker: Lev Manovich, published author, 
director, professor
Moderator: José Luis de Vicente, curator

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/2014/loopstudies

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/2014/festival/
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LOOP STUDIES LAB: 

6 JUNE 2014 IN CCCB (Centro de Cultura Contemporánea de Barcelona).

PROGRAMME PRESENTATION

In collaboration with University of Barcelona, Programme of Cultural Management.
How to imagine new leadership models in cultural production and programming.

Contemporary cultural production and dissemination, whether in the sphere of visual arts or performing arts, as well as 
in other artistic or cultural heritage fields, is increasingly the result of the interaction between experienced profession-
als and diverse sensibilities. These professionals (artists, publishers, producers, independent curators, institution man-
agers, communicators, educators, etc.) converge project after project, in a discontinuous but reiterative way by affinity 
and complementarity. The economic crisis accentuates a long-standing process which involves the dematerialization 
of many artistic proposals or cultural heritage enhancement; a process that stresses cooperation and open innovation. 
This process has been facilitated by the digital revolution, the globalization of exchanges and a greater requirement of 
social and economic porosity from the projects and the professionals involved. In this context, consolidated cultural 
institutions and industries (theaters, exhibition venues, festivals, museums, producers or publishers, among others) 
lean toward sharing initiatives—and consequently, prominence, dialog and recognition—with other agents. This fact is 
especially evident among the promoters of the most daring and contemporary projects and proposals, both in terms 
of content and management models.

In this context, there are several leadership typologies, from the traditional institutional promoter (the director of 
a facility or of a business project) who provides the resources, places the orders and leads the project, to the inde-
pendent curator-manager who not only drafts and implements the conceptual proposal but also seeks the institu-
tional fitting, secures the financial resources and captivates the potential collaborators. Old and new leadership or 
entrepreneurship models coexist; however, in most cases, it is increasingly necessary to build external alliances given 
the need to meet more and more demanding challenges in very heterogeneous fields: economic, social, artistic or 
audience-related. The art direction and the production-management tasks tend to come together or be articulated 
in collective teams, valuing in most cases both the entrepreneurial ability and the specialized expertise. This way, 
knowing how to select and manage the teams of (internal and external) contributors becomes fundamental, as well as 
having wide relationship networks to obtain resources, find sources of inspiration or build ad hoc teams with profes-
sionals used to cooperating with each other. Sometimes, the difficulty to get the necessary resources even entails that 
the involved professionals accept remuneration linked to the project result. In any case, producing and programming 
culture becomes a task of collective momentum, conditioned by each other’s territorial and institutional contexts, but 
where the profiles and entrepreneurial ability of their managers are essential to achieve the intended goals.

This lab is convened to discuss management models, leadership profiles, programming constraints, forms of selec-
tion and cooperation of work teams, the establishment of relationship networks or the scales that influence the 
construction of professional reputation.

In order to facilitate an in-depth and straightforward debate, we propose an idea lab or think tank that allows mapping 
the diversity of existing models, their pros and cons, as well as the emerging organization trends. With each guest’s ex-
perience as a starting point, we aim to discuss the production and programming models based on a set of questions en-
couraged by two experienced conductors. Next to a first row of directors, curators or heads of invited projects, young 
professionals and student of cultural production and management will also participate in the lab. Their questions, as 
well as the reporting task, will provide the lab with a broader and more documented perspective.

www.loop-barcelona.com/loopstudies

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/loopstudies/about-2/
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